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In media, this term is used to describe a relationship between mass media and digital media. In a sense we
have become slaves to the screen, we allow our selves to be manipulated by all the information it provides us,
which often times can be very harmful Online advertisements also can lead to many problems in online
journalism. Women have fought for centuries to meet the specific expectations of others. The function of mass
media is very broad which can vary from an important role of shaping public opinion to individual for
entertainment. The researcher is specifically narrowing this focus however on the teenagers in Southfield with
the hope of seeing the extent to which the Mass Media impacts on these teenagers, the nature of this impact if
it exists , the Journalists are trained to be as objective as possible when reporting issues and events. Every
content which is provided, both direct and indirect, with its transparency can be used by the consumers to
understand the value of things. Moreover, the media has a lot to do with the image we perceived in our minds
and young men are easily perusable by what they see or hear. For example, I noticed whenever there a
cleaning commercial, it only shows a woman cleaning around the house while the man is either coming home
from work or relaxing in the living room. The continuation of modern democracy requires the mass media to
connect the governing and the people To avoid media is almost impossible it seemed. Media reflects and
shapes our world as well as influencing our thoughts, opinions, ideals, and thinking. I have noticed people
seek appearance morphing products to hide themselves, and these types of products are filling up the majority
of the commercial time on television. Contents in the media introduced to young people make it difficult for
them to distinguish between what is real and what is not, as a result stimulating confusion and blind imitation
Phones that have connection to the Internet, Television, radio, books, movies, billboards are all ways the
media communicates with us. Limited effects Era 4. This includes television, radio, advertising, movies, the
Internet, newspapers, magazines, and so forth. With this constant battle, many eating disorders including
anorexia, bulimia nervosa, and binge-eating disorder rose up in women of all ages With this in mind, it is
important to understand how these issues are covered and what effect decisions of the media have on public
opinion. With the arrival and success of the technological age, mass media started to merge with digital media.
They are ways of a mass communication that reach a limitless amount of people. Online websites play a vital
role in spreading political agendas throughout the masses of the country.


